
Beloved  one,  when  I  first  began
speaking with you, seemingly so long
ago, I told you the Truth of your be-
ing. I said to you that you are a great
ray of Light. Feel it, know it, immerse
yourself  in  the  Truth  of  your  being.
Immerse  yourself  in  the  place  of
wholeness, of holiness.

Your  words,  beloved  one,  are  clues.
Your words speak to you of the All-
ness of your being. You are the whole-
ness of the holy spirit walking on two
feet, sometimes in the wheeled chair,
going amongst the brothers and sisters
allowing your Light to be seen and to
be  shared,  turning  on  other  ones’
lights when you make what is called
the funny and they laugh at  it:  their
Light goes up in amplitude; it can be
measured. And you can see as you are
getting more and more into whatever
that is Awakened nature, the Light is
higher in intensity.

Allow yourself—I have spoken to you
many times of this—to go out and get
the funny book, the book that is of the
funny stories  that  have  at  the  end a
certain humorous line, and allow the
smile  to  come  forth.  The  energy  of
you as you get into feeling happy and
you open the cells of the body and al-
low your Light to come into full radi-
ance  can  be  measured.  This  can  be
seen, and it definitely can be felt.

So  get  yourself  the  little  joke  book
and start your day with a smile. It has
often been said to start your day with
a pious thought entreating the Father
above. Now, the Father is not above;
the  Father  is  within  and  streaming
forth from you always. Start  the day
with something that is upbeat.

Now, yes, I know that maybe the day
before  when  you  put  the  head  upon
the pillow you had many thoughts that
were  the  heavies,  as  you  call  them.
And maybe there were problems that
you had to solve. But start off the day
with  something  light,  humorous,
funny.  If  nothing  else,  give  yourself
the tickles.

“Jeshua, that is the most stupid thing
I’ve heard anybody say; start  off the
day  by  tickling  myself?  Yes,  that
would  make  me  laugh,  because  it
would be so stupid.” Yes, that is what
life is all about: finding the humor in
it, finding the love to share with ones,
and having a good break fast, break-
fast of whatever allows the body to be
happy.

Allow yourself to find the joy in every
day.  A wise one has said,  “Look for
the humor.” Feel that you are the radi-
ant one living a life that can be from
time to time challenging, but even the
challenging  times  have  their  humor.
And then you get to a point where you

HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY

This  month  we  will  be  hearing  from
Mother Mary: She is always present (as
there  is  no  separation),  but  we  do  not
always have the opportunity to hear her
in an actual voice (mine). She is always
happy to “get out” and speak with us her
Love.

In this  time of world conflicts  and ac-
tions  coming  from  seeming  non-Love,
she will be, once again, the Presence of
Love and Hope, which humanity is call-
ing for. You are invited to meet with us
on Zoom or at my house in Sequim and
experience Her comforting words.

The recent Easter Intensive was a time
of  renewal  and  inspiration  as  Jeshua
took us through the experiences of what
has become known as Holy Week. We
experienced again The Last Supper and
the camaraderie  with His disciples,  the
meaning of the Crucifixion, In the Tomb
(with a beautiful meditation by the Rev.
Kimberly  Marooney),  and  the  Arisen
Christ on Easter Sunday. Recordings are
available  on  our  website,
www.oakbridgeuniversity.org. Each day
of the Intensive we enjoyed the upbeat
music  of  BA  Huffman—thank  you,
B.A.!

Now  we  are  looking  forward  to  our
yearly Advance in July, our annual week
of renewal with Jeshua and Family (with
at least one session on the mountain at
Hurricane Ridge).  Stay tuned for  more
details.

--Judith
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can step outside of the heaviness and
look at it and say, “Okay, Jeshua says
there has to be humor in everything.
I’m  looking,  I’m  looking…oh,  I
dropped my monocle.”

You  see,  years  and  years  ago—life-
times  ago—that  was  your  aid,  being
able  to  see  the  fine  print  and  know
what you were signing. Have any of
you ever signed something on the fine
print line and then wondered, “Did I
really mean to sign that?” Ah, read the
fine print. It says that you are a great
ray of Light, bringing together in each
moment  your  reality,  the  Reality  of
the Light that you are.

Now, beloved one, I have heard much
in this day and time about God. You
have your ones who stand up and say,
“God tells me such and such, and it is
written  in  the  holy  book,”  and  they
read to you from the holy book, which
contains  some  clues  of  Truth.  The
words  are  not  all  the  Truth,  but  are
meant to be as catalyst for your own
thinking  and  your  own  revelation,
where you will say, “Well, that’s prob-
ably only just part of it. I have a feel-
ing that that is just a teaser.” And this
is true.

Now, I am not putting down your holy
Scriptures.  There  is  much  of  Truth,
much of revelation in your holy writ-

ings, but they are not the Allness. The
Allness  is  left  to  you to  find  within
yourself  and to  say,  “Oh,  is  that  the
clue?  Oh,  my,  you  mean  I’m  more
than what I ever thought I was? More
than what the parents and the cowork-
ers have agreed that I might be? Even
more? What more can there be?”

In Truth, beloved one, you are the one
who  is  manifesting  the  life  experi-
ence. There have been many lifetimes
when you have felt held back. But you
are coming to the understanding and
the  realization—making real  in  your
experience—that you are the maker of
that which you experience. If you do
not like that which you are experienc-
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ing, you can change it. You are never
in a place where you cannot make a
redo.

We spoke some time ago about heal-
ing and how it is always available to
you  to  do  the  healing  of  the  body.
Sometimes it will take longer. Some-
times  it  can  be instantaneous.  Those
instantaneous times seem like a mira-
cle because it happens so quickly. The
others take a bit  longer,  and perhaps
you have a bit of the medical help. It
takes  a  bit  longer,  but  it  comes
through  and you get  a  new replace-
ment part or you get a certain healing
that you do on your own and you say,
“I didn’t know I could do that.”

Well, of course, you can. You are the
one  from  the  very  instant  when  the
mother and father cells come together
and a new life,  as you call  it, a new
form is in the works; you are the one
who has,  out  of  the vast  universe of
Thought—capital  “T”—decreed  that
you are going to manifest and enjoy—
be in joy with—that manifestation. No
matter how it looks, no matter how it
acts, it is wonderful; full of wonder.

How did you do that miracle: to bring
the two tiny cells together in a certain
explosion of life and then allow it to
develop, the same as you do with your
film when you are taking a picture and
you develop it.  This  is  what  you do
with  your  life.  You  develop  it  as  it
goes along. And if you do not like it,
you take another picture, called a diet
perhaps,  exercise,  and  a  certain
change in thinking.

You are  living  your  lifetime making
decisions as you go along. You think
that perhaps you have to follow a cer-
tain pattern, that you come with a cer-
tain listing of what you can perform,
what  you  can  do,  and  then  you  get
around  to  changing  all  that  which
seems to be already programmed and

each day is  a  new day.  That  is  why
each morning  you can  wake  up  and
claim to yourself, “This is going to be
a  day  of  miracles.  Everything  that  I
look upon is going to be a miracle.”
And it will be, because you have de-
creed.

Now,  where  does  the  energy  come
from to make a new day? Where does
the  energy  come  from,  the  spiritual
energy as you are devising and bring-
ing together, developing a spirit body?
It  comes  from  the  Allness  of  you,
from the God Self of you.

You do it  by being,  by thanking,  by
rejoicing, being again in joy—re-joice
—being in that place of saying, “What
a miracle I am, even if I cannot move
from the  prone  position.”  You  are  a
miracle;  a  living,  breathing  miracle.
Allow yourself  to feel  the  energy of
spirit moving through you; yes, with a
deep breath. Know that your God, the
Christ Self of you, is more than any-
thing you have been taught in this life-
time.

Now, other lifetimes you have known
that  spirit  of  you.  Other  lifetimes,
beloved  one,  you  have  been  the  ad-
venturer,  the  space  explorer,  the  one
who lived on a far,  far  away planet;

not even in this circle of planets; not
in this galaxy.

“Oh,  you’ve  been  reading  too  many
science fiction  books,  Jeshua.”  Well,
yes, and they are fun, but they are also
a  truth.  Why  do  you  get  so  excited
when  you  watch  a  certain  space
odyssey? Because it knocks upon the
door of remembrance. This is not the
only  planet  you  have  ever  lived  on.
This is not the only lifetime you have
ever  had.  I’m  sorry  if  this  is  going
against teachings that you have grown
up with, but it is time that you at least
had a clue about your Allness—capital
“A”, because it is spiritual. It is a clue.

This  is  not  the  one and only planet.
You had kind of a thinking about that,
and when you thought  about  it,  you
thought,  “Well,  this  is  all  that  I’ve
studied in school. This is all that I’ve
been  told.  But  I  really  get  excited
when I watch some of the science fic-
tion  stories  about  a  space  odyssey
somewhere,  a  space journey,  another
lifetime where I was Captain Kirk and
I knew all of how to steer the ship in
between  all  of  the  other  wonderful
stars. Jeshua, did I really do that?”

Yes, you did really do that. “Well, you
know,  that  would  take  lifetimes;
many,  many  years,  and  this  body…
well, I’ll be lucky if I get what…70,
80, maybe to 100 years with this body,
but  you  know,  if  I  did  that  space
travel, I’d have to be several hundred
years old to get across all of the galax-
ies.” Think you that you could not do
that? If you can imagine it, you have
done it. Not only if you can imagine
you will do it; you have done it.

Ideas  that  come  to  you,  where  did
they come from? “Well, I don’t know.
Maybe somebody gave me a hint, and
maybe it seemed like a good story and
I got excited about it.” It comes out of
the vast  well  of  lifetime experiences



on  other  planets.  “Oh,  really?”  Yes.
Even in this encapsulated history that
you are  living,  there  are  hints  when
you read or experience on your square
box the other space travels. Know you
how  excited  you  got  when  you
watched  Captain  Kirk  and  he  was
traveling in galaxies between one gal-
axy  and  another  and  all  this  space
travel  and  what  could  be?  And  you
say, “Yes, but my lifetime is not that
long.  I  mean,  that  would have to be
lifetimes.” Or the reality of a longer
lifetime, right?

When  I  was  teaching  my  younger
brothers and sisters…Yes, I had broth-
ers  and  sisters.  Were  they  physical?
Yes.  Were they of  the  same parents’
DNA? Yes.  Every birth is  a miracle.
So yes, I had a miracle birth, but so
did you. 

Every physical birth is a miracle, and
even more so when there is a birth in
spirit where you recognize and claim,
“I  am  the  Christ  being  born  anew,”
and  that,  beloved  one,  can  happen
anytime, anywhere, any lifetime when
you come to the place where you rec-
ognize the Truth of your being. And in
that  moment,  with  the  photography
that  your  science  can  do  now,  you
would see the effulgence of Light that
you are.

When  I  was  talking  to  my  brothers
and sisters of the family and wanting
to  explain  the  Source  of  being,  I
likened it unto a father. Now, in Truth,
the Source of your being is not a fa-
ther/mother/etc. It is an energy of Is-
ness, an energy of miraculous insight,
of  knowing,  revelatory,  knowing  the
seed of energy of Thought that is be-
ing birthed oftentimes into physicality,
but not always. You are the Thought—
capital  “T”—for  the  spirit—of  the
Source—capital “S”.

Now, to explain to you the Source—
capital  “S”—is  impossible,  because
you have been so trained to think in
physical form that it is a bit difficult to
explain  the  Energy—capital  “E”—of
Spirit which remakes Itself time after
time into different form, into different
venue.

There have been intervals of life—call
them lifetimes if you want to—where
you have been on the spaceship. You
have been born on the spaceship. You
lived your whole life on the spaceship.
And you repeated this many times so
that  you  were  the  journey  person.
Many lifetimes you were the Captain
Kirk, the commander, because you un-
derstood how to move the spaceship,
how to direct it where you had been
before.

Do you know that there are maps of
space extant even in this day that you
as the spark of Intelligence right now,
right here, have to expand your think-
ing  to  acknowledge?  There  are  life-
times  that  you  have  had  in  space,
many lifetimes. That is why when you
watch it on your square box, you say,
“Oh, wow, that’s exciting. Yes, I can
see  myself  being  on  the  spaceship;
sure.” Well,  of  course,  you can.  You
have devised the spaceship. You have
brought it into being. You have taken
physicality. Some other lifetimes you
did not need the physicality; you went
with Thought.

In  some  ways  it  was  more  fun,  be-
cause there were places and ideas that
you could  develop,  places  and ideas
which have come through what ones
are writing now as fiction, as stories,
science fiction they call it. And some-
times  they  get  to  be  dramatized  on
your square box or on the big screen,
and you say, “Wow, that’s really excit-
ing. You know, when the hero was in
that tight place with the other space-
ship that was coming to dock on the

big spaceship and I didn’t think they
were going to make contact and it was
going to be lost in outer space forever
and ever, oh, I held my breath.” Well,
of course, you did. Did you really ex-
perience that? Yes; otherwise, it would
not  come  and  be  within  your  con-
sciousness  even  as  a  story.  That  is
how awesome you are.

Now,  when  I  spoke  of  the  Father  I
said that  message at  a  day and time
when the father was the one responsi-
ble for the family unit; the physicality,
yes,  but  also  for  providing  for  the
family unit, and also the one who put
forth the rules of being, how you were
going to be in the family.

But the Father God is not only a fa-
ther.  It  is much more than that.  It  is
along the lines of your science fiction,
and yet more than that. It is the Source
of your being in the Allness of spirit
which  cannot  be  defined.  “Oh,  my
God, Jeshua, it can’t be this. How am
I going to play with it if I can’t define
it?” 

Well, you just do your best. Why did
you build in the aspect of imagination
if it was not to play with? You put in
certain hints which pop up from time
to  time.  You  think,  “Hey,  play  with
this  one.  Where  does  this  one  take
you?” Imagine if you lived before the
Earth experience. “Oh, gosh almighty,
you mean I might have had a lifetime
on Venus?” Yes, you could have. “A
lifetime outside of this solar system?”
Sure. “You mean far, far away; a long,
long  time  ago?”  Okay,  yes.  You  are



starting to get it. I think you are going
to get it. Well, did you get it?

You are forever;  forever in time and
outside of time. “But Jeshua, I don’t
like to think about that, because then I
feel like I’m lost.” Okay, don’t think
about it. Nowhere does it say that you
have to. But if you want to, you have
the beginnings of some clues with the
dramatizations that are exciting.

“Wow,  you  mean  Captain  Kirk  is
real?”  Sure,  and  more.  You  have  a
saying in one of your advertisements
that,  “It  is  all  this,  and more.” Defi-
nitely. Where do you think these very
wise sayings come from? Out of the
recesses  of the  mind,  which is  more
than just the temporary human mind;
out  of  the  recesses  of  memory.  All
this, and more.

“Wow, that’s more than I can under-
stand,  Jeshua.”  Yes,  and  that  is  why
your  holy  Fathers  down through the
ages have not given you all the infor-
mation. They have given you as much
as  they  thought  you  could  handle.
Now, in Truth, you can handle much
more than what they have given you,
but they think that they are the drama
writers and this is all you can handle,
so  therefore  you  go  through  certain
steps of understanding.

And  if  you  are  very  good  and  you
know how to recite all of the words,
then you will go to heaven. Is heaven
up  there?  “Well,  I  guess.”  Or  is
heaven down there? “Well, it could be

down  there,  I  suppose.  Who  is  to
judge?”  Aha,  the  beginning  of  wis-
dom. Who is to judge? You are.

Everything that comes within your un-
derstanding,  your  knowing,  your
awareness, you name it, you give it a
certain  attribute,  you  say  that  it  has
certain  qualities;  this  is....  And  then
your holy Fathers, who said that they
knew best, said, “Well, that’s all there
is. It’s written in this holy book, and
nothing  outside  of  this  holy  book is
true, but everything inside of this holy
book is true,  so  you had  better  learn
your catechism; you’d better learn all
of the holy words; you have to learn
who is your big teacher, and you have
to worship the Christ.”

Now, what is the Christ? Then you get
into all of the explanations, the tomes
of  writing  that  have  explained  the
Holy One. And then because there are
so many writings about it, you had to
ask the learned ones  to  please come
forth and explain what is really true.
Which book is really true? Which ver-
sion of the book is really true?

“Oh, my God.” Yes, that is Who you
have  to  go  to:  the  God  within  you.
You, beloved one, are not limited by
any definition. Because once you have
a definition, it has set itself into a cer-
tain  encapsulated  form;  but  you  are
that, and more.

Take as much as feels peaceful, feels
right,  feels  exciting.  “Well,  okay,
maybe I can play with the idea that I
came here on a spaceship a long time
ago; far, far away. Okay, I can go that
far.  That’s  okay.  Hmm,  it  certainly
does  change  how I  feel  about  every
day, because if I have that much his-
tory behind me, that means that when
the boss gets upset with me and says I
am just  a  picky little  person,  maybe
I’m more than that.” The beginning of
wisdom. Yes, you are more than that.

Your God is not contained in any defi-
nition,  because  It,  the  power  of  the
God Self which cannot be contained,
is forever changing, forever a current,
if you want to liken it to your electric-
ity, a current of spiritual possibility.

“I  don’t  think  I  can  handle  that,
Jeshua.  That’s  too much.  I  think I’ll
just  stay  with  what  I’ve  been  told.”
Okay, it does not matter. You are go-
ing to live the true Spirit that you are,
that  you  are  living,  in  any  case  by
whatever  definition  someone  else
wants to give you. You are still going
to  be  the  wondrous  Holy  Spirit  that
you  are,  forever  expressing,  forever
enjoying,  forever  being  past  the  un-
derstanding of time and form.

“Oh,  well,  that’s  kind  of  fun.  You
mean I’m much more than I’ve been
told that I am?” Oh, yes, but do not let
it bother your little mind. Breathe into
the mind the holy spirit of All that you
are, have been, can be, will be, forever
the spirit of Love going forth.

Why do I  say  Love? Know you the
feeling of love? When you are in the
feeling of love, there is an expansion,
an energy of expansion which is tap-
ping into your true nature. And if you
are forever expanding… “Uh, how far
can  I  expand,  Jeshua?”  It  does  not
have limits. “Oh, well, then I’m going
to feel…lost?” No, you are going to
feel expansive. You are going to know
the Christ nature of you. And the God
of your being cannot be defined, can-



not  be  encapsulated,  cannot  even be
put into the greatest cloud of knowing,
because the God of your being is for-
ever remaking Itself.

You do not have to worry your little
self  about  it,  just  be  happy,  because
there  is  an  energy  of  Love  which
loves you, and you have meaning and
value in the Allness of God.

Contemplate. Breathe. Be.

So be it.

EXPERIENCE OF KATIE
DENNHARDT OF CHILLI-

WACK, B.C., CANADA

On  our  last  visit  of  Diving  Deeper
with Jeshua, we were asked to let you
know  how  Jeshua  affects  our  daily
lives or how the daily messages we re-
ceive in the email affect us. The mes-
sage  of  4/5/2022  regarding  the  mir-
rored ball that has many facets has an
undeniable impact  on me personally.
As  we know,  the  words  we  hear  or
read may not be the same as for oth-
ers, as we each receive that which is
meant exactly for us in each moment;
however,  could  there  have  been  any
more perfect words for me than in this
daily message?

"Know you the beautiful mirrored ball
that  sometimes  you  have  in  your
dance halls? Great mirrored ball  that

has  the  facets.  The  disco  ball  has
many,  many  facets  that  reflect  the
light, and beautiful they are. You are
as a most beautiful disco ball. But the
light is not a reflected light. The light
comes  from  within.  In  one  lifetime
you see  yourself  to  be  one  of  those
facets, and the brothers and sisters are
as the other facets all around. You are
One."  Jeshua

I had been blessed with a silver disco
ball recently from a homeless couple,
as I had always told this story almost
identical  to  Jeshua's  words,  and  to
have  the  Disco  ball  only  amplified
this amazing message. It hangs on my
balcony sending the spectrum of danc-
ing glistening fractals both inside my
living  area  as  well  as  for  all  to  see
upon my balcony. 
I have a picture of Jeshua that hangs
above my computer where I look into
his eyes as I  read my daily message
every  night  before  I  go  to  bed.  The
nightly message is my sleeping aid at
the  same  time,  and  having  both  to-
gether  gives  me  a  peaceful  night's
sleep.  I  felt  the overwhelming desire
to write to you to let  you know that
with  all  these  beautiful  signs  being
shown to me on this day, Jeshua has
chosen something within my material
living space to get his message to me
that he sees me as I AM and is truly
with me here and now.
Here is the story of the "Dance Hall
Disco Ball" as given to me:

As the disco ball spun within the dark-
ened dance hall,  mesmerizing people
with its mystery of light, fractals came
loose  over  time  and  dropped  away.
Each  fractal  went  on  to  experiences
depending on where they landed, with
each happening being so different and
never two the same. Some had won-
derful  times  with  brightness  and
laughter  wherever  they  ended  up,
while other fractals were thrown into

dark cold drawers only to be left and
forgotten.

When it came time that the disco ball
seemingly lost  its  luster  of  light  and
needed to  be returned to  its  original
creation of Oneness, all fractals were
again  returned  to  their  divine  place-
ment. With each came diverse adven-
tures to treat the identically mirrored
reflections, to experiences offered by
each  counter  fractal.  The  beautiful
disco ball, after holding space, gained
the stories of its reason for existing to
experience all there is by the fractals it
was made up of,  melding again into
the Oneness they always were.

The Moral to the story: I AM YOU, 
YOU ARE ME, JUST WITH DIF-
FERENT GIFTS TO SEE!

JESHUA Q&A

MULTI-FACETED REALITY

I have read that at the time I am ex-
pressing this physical body I am also
expressing  on  many,  many  different
levels.  And  I  have  been  told  that  I
have  a  spirit  guide  who  is  perhaps
named something. I also am express-
ing  in  some  dimension  as  perhaps
someone  else’s  spirit  guide,  so  they
could be going to  someone and get-
ting a painting and the painting shows
up  to  be  me,  and  the  person  says,
“Yes, you have a spirit guide and her
name is Joyce.”

Yes, how wonderful. This is very true.
Full  of  wonder, yes.  That is happen-
ing,  for  as  you  would  be  focusing
upon  this  reality—small  “r”—and
identifying  as  a  certain  personality
and moving with a certain body and
having certain activities, and you call
upon what seems to be something be-
yond yourself and you identify that as



a spirit guide, an angel, a guardian an-
gel,  whatever name you want to call
it, you are also serving in that capacity
for many others in what you identify
in this point  of  focus as being other
dimensions.

You are very busy and you are unlim-
ited.  But you have practiced so well
the  specific  point  of  focus  that  it  is
quite a miracle what you do that you
keep  it  so  focused  that  you  do  not
have a certain jumble of all of the di-
mensions  and  all  of  the  experiences
going on at the same time.

Now,  there  are  some of  the  brothers
and sisters who are a bit more unfo-
cused with it, and you collectively as
brothers  and sisters  have agreed that
you will have very specific focus. You
judge the other brothers and sisters to
be a bit  far out,  weird, strange;  they
do  not  fit  in,  they  are  having  prob-
lems, whatever.

But know you that in their experience
of you, you are doing the same thing
somewhere  else  and  you  are  being
looked upon by brothers and sisters of
what  you  call  other  dimensions  and
they are saying, “That one is far out.”
Well, they say that of you now, any-
way. You are not limited and you are
not separate.

Jeshua, if this is really going on now,
then there really isn’t such a thing as
reincarnation?

That is true.

Are  there  multi-incarnations  or  is
there…?

In  Truth,  there  is  but  one:  one  holy
Child, one adventure, and one part of
the adventure identifies itself as incar-
nating,  and within that  one part  that
says there will be the experience of in-
carnation, there are yet levels of incar-
nation  called  reincarnation.  Do  you

see how complex it gets? But in Truth,
there is but one.

And that’s really what Seth was touch-
ing on in his teaching?

Yes. And when you get tired of think-
ing about all of it, go back to the vi-
brations  of  the  tone  and  just  be  at
peace.

UNICORNS?

Where the heck are the unicorns?

Ah, this is for you to tell me. This mo-
ment they are just beyond the finger-
tips, just beyond what you call reality,
and yet they stand on the threshold of
this reality waiting to be seen again in
manifest form. You have known them
well. You have called them forth. You
have played with them. You have been
the  activating  force  of  the  unicorn
form  many,  many  times.  You  know
the playful nature. You know the wis-
dom.

Even  in  time  that  is  called  Biblical
they  existed,  were  believed  in,  were
written about. The focus has changed
in what you would see as the last two
centuries  by  divine  design,  because
there  was  a  certain  desire  to  know
density, to know specificity, so things
more of a light  nature,  more playful
nature  were  put  on  the  shelf,  so  to
speak.

They are very much here on the island
of  Maui.   They are  very much  just
beyond the corner of the eye. You can

almost see them, and sometimes you
do see them. Sometimes you say there
is a shape, and you will say to others,
“See?”  And  they  can,  almost.  Keep
believing.  Keep  calling  them  forth,
because  they  are  part  of  the  atone-
ment. They are part of bringing back
into your awareness all of the aspects
of  the  expression  of  the  holy  Child.
For you are not separate from them. It
is  an  aspect  of  Self,  and  you  know
them well.

But are they true?

They are as true as what you see your
personality,  your  individuality  to  be.
They are within the  adventure.  They
are True—capital “T”—as the creative
energy that you are. They are from the
same one Source. 

Then when?

That is for you to tell me. I see them. I
play with them. I speak with them. I
know them. I know other forms that
you have yet to remember. But I will
say to you that it is going to be very
soon  for  you,  because  it  is  a  very
strong desire.

Much of you already goes in a playful
nature.  You  have  a  duality  which  is
most common with all of the brothers
and sisters, that you know the spirit of
you, you know the playfulness of you,
and yet you also know the calling of
the world to have a certain seriousness
and a responsibility to the world. And
you do well in trying to bridge the two
of them. You do not  like doing that.
You  would  rather  be  done  with  the
bridging and with the duality, because
in Truth you remember there is only
Oneness and there is no necessity for
bridging. But there is yet within this
point of focus a belief that there is ne-
cessity for bridging. 

Keep believing. It is very soon.



    

  

 

 

 

 

 


